Halloween Horrors
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One treacherous Halloween night, four kids set off on a journey to Harry’s Horrific Haunted Mansion.
Their names were Ivan, Ivanna, Leon, and Leonna. They were all twins, and best friends. The group
called themselves, “The Horrors of Houston.” They all got packed up with a flashlight and also snacks. It
was 3am as they got to the haunted mansion. “Lemme get my camera!” Leon remarked. A clown that
yelled, “I’m Pennywise, the Dancing Clown!” popped up from a coffin. “Woah!” Ivanna shouted because
she thought it was fake. “What IS IT, Ivanna?” Leonna questioned. Ivanna trembled, and replied, “I saw
Pennywise, the Dancing Clown!” Ivan said. “Yeah, sure.” Ivanna replied. “It’s true. You know what?
Let’s just get out of this area.” They all yelled, “Oh!” They went to a room that had Slenderman which
had popped out of nowhere. Ivan, Leonna, Ivanna, and Leon all screamed, “Aaahhhhhhh!” “They ran
deeper into the mansion halls, then they finally stopped to see where they were going. Suddenly, a
ghost named Toby, but it was surprisingly a good ghost. Toby told them to get out quickly because
many people have been stranded, and bad consequences happened that he shouldn’t talk about. Leon
made a weird face, and said, “I think we should listen to Toby, he does have a point.” “I think you’re
right, cause we’ve been seeing some creepy villains.” Everyone replied, “You are right!” Then, Leonna
wondered, “But how are we gonna get out if we don’t know where to go?” Leon replied, “Let’s ask the
ghost for help.” They all answered back, “Okay.” Toby told them there is two obstacles to pass, The first
one is laser beams. The second one is a maze. The group came upon the first obstacle. Luckily, they
had all went to some kind of training and learned how to get past laser beams. Soon later, they
completed the first obstacle and came upon the second. The ghost helped them through the maze by
saying the directions. They all got to the front doors, and said, “Goodbye and thank you” to Toby, and
he responded, “Bye!” To the kids. They left, and reminded themselves, “We should never go to a
mansion like this EVER again!” While they were going, Ivan stopped and exclaimed, “Ahhhh!” as he saw

Slenderman walking closer with lots of other scary villains walked closer as he grabbed a stick, and
stabbed Ivan. No one ever spoke of the tragedy ever again. All the three friends cried everyday from
that Halloween night, and especially every year on that holiday. They would always remember their
best friend, Ivan, especially Ivanna.
The end.

